ITS for you
Integrative Treatment Services (ITS) for the listed conditions, ITS will
measure the EMF energy in ones body/central nervous system.
Too much EMF is detrimental to sleep, which interferes with
sleep and restoration of the body and brain. Cell phones, WiFi,
Microwaves, and office equipment at work can load your body EMF
beyond what is normal. Our CNS transmits in frequencies to perform it’s
functions. The heart requires a certain rhythm to circulate blood in the
body. Too much EMF can interfere in this process.
ITS uses an EMF instrument to assess the body’s accumulated
EMF and will refer you to medical professionals for corrections or
awareness by them in any medical/mental (depression, anger, anxiety)
condition you may have.
ITS will measure the status of your brains health for normal mental
functioning and assist in measurement of TBI and concussion problems.
This can be used prior to medical treatment and as a follow up from
procedure/interventions used by other offices to determine wellness.
ITS can treat the following to help diminish symptoms caused by the
following:
PTSD
MEMORY PROBLEMS
TBI
PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT
MIGRAINES
ANXIETY, ANGER, AGGRESSION
PAIN
CHILDHOOD TRAUMA.
ITS’s Focus is assisting first responders; emergency room staff, law
enforcement, fire, and military (active, retired, Guard and Reserve.
IASIS microcurrent feedback has been beneficial in reducing symptoms in
other problems: fibromyalgia, Autism, ADD/ADHD, Lyme disease recovery
and other neurological problems.
ITS will assess your condition prior to care of any kind, then assess son
health post treatment. These assessments are helpful to determine
football head injuries, concussions after they occur and before returning to
play.

ITS 4 U: Brain Mental Assessment , EMF Assessment, Mental Heath care
pre and post treatment assessment on how other practitioners assisted
your recovery.
Some mental health providers are not up to date on how
trauma or PTSD should be treated. There are several different forms of
trauma and some Interventions are incorrectly applied. I’ve had clients
that have spent years in treatment that was of no value. Technology is
available and can assist, research is vital. ITS is using new technology and
measurement to validate services render by our office and other offices.

